KAMPALAS GREENS

An urban study by Leonie Rhode ©2006

A boat is getting nowhere, if everybody is paddeling his own way.
Wisdom of the Bantu
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This booklet gives just an overview. Any comments or questions can be send to kampalasgreens@gmail.com L.R.
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Content
Open Space: Urban design basically deals with the space in-between
buildings, and especially with those parts that are common space for
the public. It focuses on the relationship between people, the built
environment and nature.

The present work illustrates the role
of green spaces in Kampala, including
some of the obstacles that threaten
their existence. The brochure should
draw public attention to the issue
of open space in general, and show
ways how to preserve Kampala as a
green city in future.

The project area, Kampala will be described and the origins, current uses,
and current threats of Kampala‘s
green spaces are clarified. It is demonstrated that the green areas of
Kampala should be protected and developed in order to ensure a sustainable, liveable future.

The background of the growth of the
city and related problems are outlined: The loss of inner-city green
spaces, the endangerment of urban
vegetation and the threat to important environmental components.

The work supports the development
of green spaces and the promotion
of environmental consciousness and
identity. Possible participation of
lobbies and economical partners are
described and perspectives for the
„green city “are shown.

Introduction
At the beginning of this millennium,
for the first time ever more humans
are living in cities than in the countryside. It is the millennium of the
cities. From day to day the number
of urbanites is rising by 180.000
worldwide. Up to now, Africa has
been characterized as the most rural
continent though it has the highest
increase of the urban population (by
up to 5% per anno).
Today, urbanisation is seen as an
unstoppable trend of global social
change. Thereby, the dynamic expansion of the cities in Least Developed
Countries and Newly Industrialising
Countries normally brings along random growth with far reaching con-

sequences. Rising unemployment,
housing shortages, dramatic environmental burdens and insufficient
infrastructure are central problems.
Poverty is becoming evermore an urban phenomenon.
In the context of sustainable development, the protection and development of urban open spaces and
green structures is of particular
importance. They contribute to the
improvement of living conditions in
urban areas and serve in compensation for densely populated areas.
They give a face to the city and are
living and working spaces at the
same time. Besides social components, green spaces and vegetation

are of high ecological value. Their
existence has an essential impact on
health and climate, for they stabilize
soil and are an important link in the
chain of natural cycles. Urban green
areas increase the beauty of a city
and become an economical factor
which is hard to quantify. For an unattractive city it is getting more and
more difficult to progress in more
sophisticated branches of economical activity.
The history of cities in Sub-Saharan
countries is still young. Originally,
life and housing were shaped by small
communities in rural areas. The process of urbanisation began with the
European discoverers, whose trade

Location of Uganda and Kampala

activities were in need of centres.
Contrary to Europe, where the rapid
growth of the urban population was
a result of the technical and social
change of industrialisation, accompanied by economic development, in
African countries, the process took
place widely independent of industrialisation. The development of the
cities was substantially initiated and
influenced by the respective colonial
powers. In many countries, the colonial centres have developed into primary cities which dominate the other cities of the country since they are
much larger and more influential. So
also in Uganda.

Uganda has only one large city: the
capital Kampala with 1.2 million
inhabitants. Economical and political potential - with all possibilities
for trade, industry, communication,
traffic and other services - is concentrated here. This work focuses
on the urban open spaces of Kampala. Kampala is known as one of the
green cities of Africa. Besides areas
which where planned under British
influence, the actually rural characterized settlements of the African
population developed more likely
unplanned during the 20th century.
This trend is amplified by an enormous increase of the population in
the last years.

Meanwhile, the open spaces experience an obvious loss. Green vanishes
rapidly from the cityscape or changes into kind-of-uses that withhold
access to the public. Now Kampala
is campaigning with the slogan „The
green city of Africa“. How long will
this continue to be the case? This
work gives an approach for further
studies and reflection, and should
inspire a dialogue about the issue
Green Spaces in Kampala.

Kampala Road

Kampala
These days, Kampala looks like a
modern city. The city-centre in the
Central Business District (CBD) at
Nakasero-Hill is dominated by skyscrapers, to which more and more
old British colonial style houses have
to yield. Separated by the Kampala
Road, in the upper part one finds
government buildings, banks, hotels
and embassies along the tree-lined
avenues. Down the hill, one encounters the apparently chaotic hustle
and bustle in the streets around the
markets and the public transport stations. Around the compact, European
city centre are the residential areas,
mostly separated by social classes.

Kampala is located in central Uganda
at the shores of Lake Victoria and
ranged originally over seven hills
which are significant for the shape
and urban pattern. Today, the urban area reaches far beyond. The
elevations span over wide valleys
and partly drained papyrus swamps,
the wetlands. The city area covers
186 km² at a height of 1150-1300 m
above sea level.
Kampala has a rich vegetation and
Uganda has one of the world‘s richest
diversities of birds. Kampala offers
habitat for a wide range of species.
The loss of urban vegetation, especially swamp areas and stock of trees
has lead to displacement of

some species. However, the maraboustork is to be seen in the urban area
anywhere he can find waste.
The average temperature is 22-27°
C. There are two rainy seasons but
intermediate rainfalls are common.
The intensity of rainfalls can be very
high and lead to short-term flooding
of the valleys. The quality of the air
is getting worse, the result of an increase in traffic, bad quality of fuel,
growing industries and open refuse
incineration. Standards and controls
of emissions are often lacking.

City Development
specific urban way of life.
With the arrival of Arabic traders, European missionaries and expedition
adventurers, a new chapter began
in the kingdom: the modification of
the traditional living conditions. The
Kibuga became a permanent place
bounded settlement. In exercise of
the British interests, Captain J.F.
Lugard was sent to Buganda by the
British East African Company in the
1880´s and began to build a fort in
Old Kampala from where the modern development of the city started.
1893 Great Britain and the King of
Buganda contracted and the country
was put under protection of British sovereignty. Buganda did insist

on its autonomous and independent
administrational control.
In its further development, the several settlements consolidated into
an organism and Kampala evolved as
the economical centre of the country. The railway construction let the
Indian population, which still domi-

Schematic plan of Kampala

Unlike many other urban areas in
Eastern Africa, Kampala has developed from a large traditional African settlement, the Kibuga, which
was the centre of the Kingdom of
Buganda since the 17th century.
Due to regular rainfalls and good
soils, the Buganda were not forced
to shifting cultivation and thereby
could live in permanent settlements, which made it easy to establish a territorial community.
Although the palace, the Lubiri,
moved from hill to hill often, the
Kibuga always remained nearby
the northern shores of Lake Victoria. The Kibuga included residential, administrational and agrarian functions but didn’t compose a

nates the economical trade, increase.
In 1895 the settlement was given the
name Kampala, which means “the
hills of the impalas”.
The settlement expanded eastwards,
over the Nakasero hill, which was
infrastructural well planned. First
drafts for the urban development
were made in 1915 by F.M. Simpson,
commissioned by the British government, who backed the spatial segregation of the races through green
belts.
The Kibuga existed independently.
The rural structures were preserved
and not subjected to an ordered
process. With the increase of popu-

lation, living conditions got worse,
water and food supply and hygienic
requirements weren’t met.
Further city development was consequently realized according to the
plans of A.E. Miram. Canalisation
work was done, building land was
strictly controlled and space for the
construction of government buildings was kept free.
Some of the wetlands were drained
to rid the city of malaria and to ease
road construction. In the Kintante
valley the first leisure-greens were
developed. As Kampala was still attracting people, the extension of the
town towards Kololo and Naguru was

Growth of Kampala
township within the
Kibuga
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In 1962, Uganda attained independence and the Parliament building,
the National Theatre and the Mulago
hospital were erected. The Kibuga
became Mengo-municipality with
Namirembe and retained its exceptional position with its own king and
parliament. Huge areas of the town
were developed informally, a trend
amplified by political unrest until
1986, when Yoweri Museveni took
over power from Idi Amin.

In 2002 the population of Uganda
was 24.4 million and had risen therefore by 7.7 million since 1991. The
annual growth rate is 3.4 % and 15%
of the Ugandans live in urban settlements, 40% of them in Kampala.
Kampala had a population of 1.2 million by 2002, but during daytime it is
estimated to be 2 million. In twenty
years (1980-2000) the population
has nearly tripled, within ten years
(1991-2000) doubled.

Population development of Uganda and Kampala

planned. The industrial centre was
built along the railway and in Jinja,
the first hydropower station was finished in the 1950´s, causing intensified construction activities in Kampala.

Inhabitants per km²

Population - Economy - Traffic

Administration

Significant roads run through the
valleys and are connected to smaller
streets which access residential areas. The centralised traffic system often leads to overload and congestion.
The liberalisation of the car imports
in 1993 resulted in an explosion of
individual traffic. But the majority of
the population are pedestrians or use
public transport which is dominated
by a private armada of 14 seats-minibuses, the matatus. Their starting
and ending point is one of the taxparks, therefore reserved areas in the

city centre. There are nearly no direct
connections between the peripheral
centres. Traffic is regulated more by
the right of the strong than by rules.
The increasing traffic places great demands on traffic planers. A northern
ring road is under construction and
in the future, bigger buses should
replace the matatus. The reactivation
of the railway, also for passenger
transport, is planned.
Registered
vehicles in
Kampala
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informal sector, e.g. as hawkers. According to Kampala City Council, over
40% are living by the informal sector.
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With the Local Government Act 1997,
the district of Kampala was divided
into five administrational divisions.
The city is subject to the administration of the Kampala City Council
(KCC). The local government is in opposition to the central government.
The Town and Country Planning Act is
the basis for urban spatial planning.
Important changes were introduced
by the Local Administration Act, which
delegated powers in urban development planning and budget allocation to the local government and the
National Environmental Act, which
set up the National Environmental
Management Authority (NEMA). At
the local level, the Kampala Develop-

Land tenure
ment Plan, which has existed since
1972, is the legal foundation. It is
regarded as out-dated and a revision has been promised for some time.
The Kampala Urban Study project,
financed by the Worldbank, worked
out the Kampala Structure Plan as a
model for urban development. The
project equipped a GIS-unit in KCC,
which facilitates planning and data
management, among other things.

In pre-colonial times, there was no
landownership in Buganda; land
rights were rather bound to political
or ritual functions. So individual heritable rights for clans, the king and
its chiefs and the right of the farmers to till land and live on it did exist. There was no right to sell or give
land, but everybody has had access
to land in one way or another.
With the Buganda agreement in
1900, individual landownership with
discretionary power was introduced;
this hindered the spatial planning in
the further development, especially
in Mengo, former Kibuga ground.
The agreement distributed land in
two forms: mailo land and crown

land. In the course of Independence,
the Public Land Act allocated land
into four forms: crown land became
public land, mailo land changed into
private ownership, whereby the Buganda government kept huge parts
of land. Some land, used by institutions like churches and schools, remained as freehold land. Especially
the private mailo land constitutes
an independent development. The
land prices are often low because infrastructural provision is meagre or
lacking altogether. On private Mailo
land, most of the temporary and
informal development which is carried out isn’t subjected to control.
The complex land system has an enormous impact on Kampalas develop-

Developmet
ment as many laws can’t be enforced
in such a way as to achieve a successful urban planning policy. Planning
security can’t be guaranteed as nontransparent legitimacy of land titles
scares off serious investors.

star-hotels can be seen in the city
centre as the commonwealth summit
will be held in Kampala in 2007.

The city is growing with ribbon-like
development along the main roads
outwards. Developments on the
green grass are leading to a high
consumption of land, a densification,
e.g.-through multi-storey houses
don’t take place. Agricultural land is
increasingly allocated to urban usages. An expansion of the administrative boundaries up to Entebbe and
Mukono is presently planned. Currently, a construction boom of five-

Development of Kampala:
Skyline / New residential areas / Ribbon-like
development along Kampala-Entebbe Road

Jacaranda seedling

Greens
The government of the British protectorate started early to display areas for leisure and sport. A wide green
belt was designed, surrounding the
city centre with its tree framed avenues, smaller public green spaces
and the spacious green residential
part of Nakasero. In Kintante valley,
situated between the hills of Nakasero and Kololo, there’s still the more
or less unfenced golf course and the
neighbouring Centenary Park. Green
public spaces and sports grounds
were developed also in Lugogo and
Nakivubo valley.
Apart from few sports grounds, no
leisure grounds were planned in the
area of Mengo. Life in the Kibuga

was affected by rural life and there
was no necessity for such facilities.
Furthermore, public parks were a
European phenomenon. Residents
did rather more traditional growing
of food. Every house was surrounded
by a busuku, a small plantation of
bananas, which provided the basic
food, the matoke, and others. In the
British determined part of Kampala,
urban agriculture was banned by the
protectorate government, as it didn’t
meet their aesthetic ideas of a city.
But-which functions and uses do the
open green spaces have today? How
should the colonial heritage be dealt
with?

Kampala is a green city. The greens
and open spaces are situated in close
connection with the topography
of the city. The hilltops are mostly
taken by institutions like churches,
mosques, the university or the traditional facilities of the Bugandas.
Most of the religious sides are surrounded by representative green
spaces, the palace of the king and
the royal burial grounds, the Kasubi
Tombs, are surrounded by agricultural used land.
Apart from few declared open green
spaces, there are many untilled spaces in the central city which are contributing significantly the green appearance of Kampala. But in the long

term their existence is not protected.
Located south of the centre, are for
example huge areas of the railway,
nowadays used by minor goods traffic. Today’s green spaces will likely
disappear in near future, as the upgrading of the rail traffic is planned.
Also trees and greens beside streets
award a green impression of Kampala. Wetlands are contributing to the
city scape as well. Private gardens
exist largely in upmarket residential
areas, though one can find smallscale agricultural use of land for
self-supply and generating income.
Leisure destinations can mainly be
found around Lake Victoria or in Entebbe, 40km from Kampala, like the
Botanical Garden or the beaches.

Values and potentials
of vegetation and
green spaces:
Microclimate
Cooling effect
Shade
Air purification
Dust fixation
Soil stabilisation
Living space
Feeding
Recreation
Aesthetic

1 Makerere University Kampala
2 Kasubi Tombs
3 Namirembe Cathedral
4 Old Kampala Mosque
5 Rubaga Cathedral
6 National Museum
7 Golf-course
8 Kololo Airstrip / Freedom Square
9 Lugogo Sports grounds
10 Centenary Park
11 Kibuli Mosque
12 City Square
13 Sheraton Gardens
14 Main Station Square
15 Pan African Freedom Square
16 Nsambya Cathedral

Existing green and open spaces - inner city
Plan 1
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Threads of greens and environment
The economy is growing, natural resources are becoming scarce. The appearance of Kampala is changing fast:
green spaces are built upon, air quality is decreasing and trees are cut off.
Natural spaces like the wetlands are
getting lost or unbalanced in their
functions caused by informal occupation and settlement of land. But is
it just the lack of economic alternatives which produces over-use and
destruction of natural resources? Can
a growing city under such conditions
afford to keep enough space for recreation, leisure, sports and environment? What are endangering factors?
Actually noticeable is a high loss of
green and open spaces (plan 2). The
value of land is increasing because

of the rapid process of urbanisation.
The existing green spaces are moreover in superb centre-close locations.
They e.g. have to give way building
projects, as their value can’t be put in
direct and immediate available economical values. Anticipated profit,
lack of administrational implementation and a hard to understand land
and planning policy are just some of
the reasons for the loss of the green
spaces. Individually made decisions
are another. A rededication of a green
space constitutes a complete loss for
the city as the process is practically
irreversible. In the national and local budget, substantial deficits are
met and urban green isn’t considered
critical.

Headline of New Vision (2005)

Freedom and yearning
As in many countries, the gap between poor and rich is expanding.
Besides a prosperous influential upper class and a small middle class are
the numerous poor and jobless. The
needs of the inhabitants are just as
differentiated as the circumstances
under which they are living.
The trend of modern living is continuing: large concerns build hotels,
luxurious apartments and shopping
malls. The newest limousine-models
are to be seen at the streets, gigantic religious houses and preaching
centres are under construction and
the first fenced parks under private
management now exist. The tendency to celebrate weddings and other

festivities in a green environment
continues, as well as to visit green
spaces or beaches for recreational
purpose. Sport enjoys great popularity and private sports- and fitnessclubs are en vogue. The bulk of the
population, in contrast, is in search
of possibilities to survive within the
city. The street is becoming a market,
courtyards and narrow alleys are becoming kitchens and street trading
is thriving. Wetlands are encroached
upon through settlement, cultivation and fire-wood is lumbered. The
use of the open space is of existential
importance. Space is primary used to
survive in the cosmos city. Children
need space to grow.

1 Makerere University Kampala: public appearance
2 Makerere University Sports grounds and Children’s Park: land sales, increasing construction, car wash
3 Nakasero hilltop: rapid process of changing, centre reinforcement, displacement; loss of green and trees
4 British Forts: loss of possibly cultural heritage
5 Kira Road: recently sold to investor with intent to construct
6 Centenary Park: lately 10 ha park, today just about 4 ha, hotel constructions, park access for all city residents?
7 Lugogo Sports grounds: recent loss of 5 of 7 sportsgrounds due to the construction of a shopping-complex and
car wash; presumably expansion through further investment
8 City Square: untended place, no representative or stopover quality, hardly trees and grass
9 Sheraton Gardens: temporary (?) misuse by car park; fencing taken as restriction
10 Main Station Square: recently sold to investor
11 Pan African Freedom Square: degradation through road construction and car wash
12 K`LA urban area and periphery: see page
13 Wetlands: threatened by informal settlements and uses, illegal land sales and developments, lacking
infrastructure, pollution
Trees: tree cutting without replacement or sustainable replacement, availability not guaranteed, obsolescence
Fauna: habitat degradation
Air Quality: boost of exhaust from vehicles and industries (standards), refuse-burnings

Threatened green spaces - inner city
Plan 2

Wetlands
Sports grounds
Industry
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Strategies
Many surveys have shown that green
structures have essential functions in
city organisms and are worth being
protected. Therefore, the importance of green spaces, vegetation
and other environmental goods has
to be demonstrated and made public.
Kampala has to deal with its future
perspectives – starting with the vision of the city. It forms the frame
for city development and also the
public greens. Clear positions and
decisions are important against the
background of rapid urbanisation if
Kampala does not want to undergo
development at random, purely defined by private interests.

With the definition and planning of
land use, spaces can be activated.
Land is getting more and more valuable, so its use has to be defined sensibly. Idle spaces in the city centre
should be selected for development
and released for temporary use, for
example for markets, art projects or
others.
The illustration of land-use potentials shows the framework of future
changes and clarifies the interaction
of development of residential, industrial and commercial use and traffic, as well as public open and green
spaces. Spatial development concepts are required, which promote
both economical and social potential

for urbanisation and inspire protection of resources for future generations.
Landownership and legal bounds
have to be clarified fundamentally.
Land reforms should enable spatial
planning and set up definite and understandable laws as legal regulations.Investors are in need of long-term
planning reliability. Developments
should be socially and environmentally compatible. Economic powers of
the country, and respectively of the
city, have to be enlisted for a positive
development of the location Kampala. The city should try to enter premium branches of economic activity
that not only provide employment
but also carry social acceptance.

strategy living /business / industry
inner densification
extension adm. boundaries
regional development

strategy traffic

Scheme strategic planning

decentralisation

strategy green
green aisles wetlands
communal green
green formativ city centre

A starting point for a concept for
Kampala’s greens and open spaces
would be its natural conditions,
shaped by the topography and closely related to its cultural and historical background. This characteristic
has to be strengthened consciously
and jointly developed with concepts
for settlements and traffic. One layer - the valleys and wetlands - which
function as aisles for green and fresh
air, natural rain absorber and space
for urban agriculture and pedestrians
- has to be assured, accompanied by
prime traffic roads though developed
hand in hand. Hilltops pose as sites
of culture and history and should be
sustained, developed and integrated in tourist concepts and common
greens developed to be shared.

Basic green concept scheme
RELIEF
LAYER VALLEY
LAYER HILLTOP

1:25.000

Constitutional Square and Kampala Road 2005

City Square
The City Square, also called Constitutional Square, in the city, is the
central square of Kampala and one of
its few public spaces. It originated
by the development of Nakasero hill
around 1915 and it is assumed that
the square was used for representative purposes by the British.
The square is divided by a four-lane
street in the northern and southern
part and surrounded by high- class
institutions such as banks, hotels,
the High Court, international organisations, etc. An area currently under construction for an eight storey
shopping centre and the police headquarter is located in the west. In
the south, one can find the Kampala

Road, which leads to downtown Kampala and its markets and stores.
The neglected appearance of the
square with its scanty trees and
trampled grass leads to argumentation about idlers encroaching the place
and deductive to a degradation of
prime land in the city centre. Whilst
the square does not offer many qualities for a stopover, it is often used
for commercial or political activities.
Weekly, either here or at the greens
in front of the main station, a handicraft market takes place. In the context of the Commonwealth Meeting
in 2007, the City Square was fenced
in. Rumours predict a transformation into a construction site soon.

Constitutional Square and Kampala Road
around 1960

An all-embracing concept, which
meets the requirements of a city
square and manages its maintenance,
is missing. The exposed and central
square should undergo a new design
and provide more quality to people to
stop and rest. Surrounded by banks,
governmental institutions and shops,

a Public Private Partnership is indeed possible. A facelift of the cityscape would furthermore upgrade the
location of the surrounding companies. Shade-spending trees and elements, furniture like benches, refuse
bins should be offered.
Impressions

Kintante Valley
The valley in the north-east of the
business centre forms with the golfcourse, sports grounds and the Centenary Park the largest connected
green space of the city. It was originally planned for recreational use
for the demands of the European and
Asiatic population. In best location,
centre-close between the high prized residential areas Nakasero and
Kololo, more and more development
is currently coming up in the valley
itself and it surroundings. Around
2000, the shopping-complex Garden
City was built, at present expanded
through a hotel. Towards SE, the
Centenary Park, regarded as insecure and kept in its shadowy existence
for years, administered by the KCC, is

joining the golf course. This is used
by good earning residents and foreign visitors. The surroundings are
dominated by premium office and
living-uses; also the British High
Commission and the new headquarters of the Ugandan Wildlife Authority (UWA) were built here. There are
several schools and sports grounds,
supermarkets and restaurants, the
National Museum and the National
Theatre are also located close-bye.
More luxury hotels are developed in
the surroundings.
The shopping and hotel complex
Garden City is walled and seem like
an insular in its green environment.
The Centenary Park is currently re-

Garden City
Centenary Park

BHC
CP
S
GC
H
NM

British High
NT
Commission
Centenary Park
P
School
UWA
Garden City
Hotel
National Museum

National 		
Theatre
Parliament
Ugandan
Wildlife
Authority

constructed by a private investor.
The park will remain public, but
huge parts will be used as a bridal garden, gastronomy and different sportive offers like a swimming pool and basket ball. Lots
of plants were put and a children
playground was established. The
contract was made for ten years.
The former public sports grounds
were transformed into a parking
space. Parts of the park remained
idle, as another hotel is going to
be developed soon.
The golf-course is accessible for
just a minority of Kampalas inhabitants. With the park, it is
questionable if it would not have

been possible to participate more
the surrounding uses and encourage
their public presence and promotion
of national heritage. UWA could have
been involved with an informational
centre, also the National museum.
Schools and the university could have
been involved in projects concerning
environmental learning, furnishing
the park with benches or sculptures, etc. The British High Commission could have been a partner in the
process as it is also a british heritage.
It remains to be seen, how the Centenary Park will develop in future and
if it will be accessible for everybody,
as the investor said in an interview
–time will tell.

Green Campus
The project was initiated and carried
out some weeks later in November
2005 in close cooperation with the
Makerere University Kampala (MUK).
The “Margaret Trowell School of Industrial and Fine Arts” (MTSIFA) is
located at the spacious campus of
the MUK in Kampala. The Institute, to
which one of the few art galleries in
Kampala is affiliated, offers courses
in painting, sculpturing, jewellery,
fashion design and more. It is characterised by one-storey, partly colonial
style buildings, huge green spaces,
high rising trees as well as several
sculptures. Amidst a green, scenic
environment, the campus offers the
students a beautiful, remote place in
the midst of the city.

The art institution presented itself to
the public in a bad condition. Incoherent arrangements of sculptures,
missing signboards and accumulations of refuse interfered with the appearance. What’s the value of heaped
sculptures? What’s the value of one’s
own work?

Workshop: perception of open space

Chaos campus

The aim was to use the potential
of the open space to enhance the
student’s works and to improve the
public image of the institute. In agreement with the head of the gallery
and professors, a concept was developed to beautify the compound within
a student workshop. The conclusion
was that the achievement should be
shown within an open campus day

Flyer

of the MTSIFA. The Ugandan German
Cultural Society (UGCS) could be acquired as sponsor although the biggest part of the budget was borne by
MTSIFA itself.
To mobilise students, lectures were
held to demonstrate the outlook of
the compound and to motivate im-

provement and activity. Also professors were invited to participate.
In the workshops, huge parts of the
MTSIFA campus underwent a general
cleaning and sculptures, lying around
haphazardly, were put in beneficial
positions. Drainage ditches were
freed of soil, benches were erected

and signboards painted and the
whole event became more and more
dynamic. Starting with just 4 art students, the number of participants
raised to 30, seeing the outcome and
the fun which this work could be.
The open campus day was accompanied by open studios and an art

bazaar at the gallery. Artistic interventions took place and live music
and dances were performed by the
Institute of Music, Dance and Drama
(MDD). A photo exhibition informed
about the workshop and food was
available at the barbecue.

Especially at the Makerere University, the possibilities are available to support such projects and integrate them into lectures and activities. The opencampus day could become a periodical happening and develop as a future
marketplace for students, artists and art-lovers to get in touch, present themselves and build up perspectives.

before

The event was successful in the way it
sensitised perception of open space.
Possibilities to become active and
creative in the design of one’s environment were shown and that promoting use could even be part of it.
The project should be intensified.

Action !

after

Urban environment actions

Attention
Perception
Knowledge
Identity
Exchange
Values
Exertion

}

The following activities show other
projects, initiatives and campaigns
for an active perception and involvement to help shape the urban, social
environment. Listed are different actions which should be realisable and
target the resident’s sensation for
environmental awareness.

URBAN HISTORY

HERITAGE
ART
ENVIRONMENT
EDUCATION

research of names – discovery of
significant names of locations and
streets, e.g. Kumuyembe = landmark
(mango tree), etc.
medicinal herbs gardens around
churches, planted with native species,
etc.
advancement of art-projects in public
spaces, temporary use of idled spaces,
allocation of artist-scholarships, etc.
amplified activities at world environment days, e.g. tree campaigns,
collecting of plastic bags / waste, etc.
gardening instructions, marketing,etc.

TODAY:

ACACIA AVENUE . . . keep the shade !

hot

gentle

Promotion of green can also take
place at a commercial level – a good
example are the stamps of the Ugandan post. Green supporting actions
should increasingly be carried out
by local companies like cell-phone
concerns, breweries or supermarkets.
They could start donations and forward small amounts of the sales revenues to green-dedicated action or
programmes.

KAMPALA

THE GREEN
CITY OF AFRICA

UGANDA

GIFTED
BY NATURE

KAMPALA

IT´S WORTH

PAL

KAM

A
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I LI

Outlook
Kampala’s rather unplanned process
of urbanisation will continue. Prospects and potentials for sustainable changes and a green Kampala do
exist. Therefore admittedly political
will and administrational assertiveness of the local and central government in charge are essential premises. Furthermore it demands an
intensive dialogue of groups and institutions (and interested) involved,
to assure a successful urban management and implementation of planning strategies. The Urban Planning
Division shows ambitious efforts and
recently an important foundation for
planning was laid by the installation
of a Geographical Information-System (GIS) – unit within KCC.

The motivation and sensitisation of
investors and the population to partake in the shaping of their urban
environment will be essential for
success in planning and the conservation of green and environmental
components. Responsibility and social affiliation increase in importance
as active pressure origins from committed residents.
But it is also a matter of development which demands high stakes
and huge inputs. In the”millennium
of the cities”, national and international organisations like UNDP, UNEP
or GTZ have to be involved intensively and continuously also in Kampala. Expertise has to be transferred
and strengthened in urban manage-

ment, especially knowledge concerning environment, open space and
related fields like sociology have to
get attention immediately in integrated planning processes. New ways
of thinking are in great demand and
can help to serve the purpose. Artists
have to be supported and funded to
deliberate and call attention to current affaires, local and global.
Particularly the examination of the
past and the view towards the future
can bring reflection on local characteristics and emphasise the distinctiveness. The greatest potential for
Kampala’s future may lay in the sense
of the Genius Loci. I am wishing Kampala a green future.
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